Object
In World of Wonders, you are district Mayors in a grand
civilization building city structures to support the construction of World Wonders, and thereby gain glory for
your house to win through guile, might, and strategy.
The game ends when the draw deck has been emptied a
second time, after shuffling the discard once, and all players have had a final turn, ending with the person that
drew the final card.
Dan draws the last card of the second draw deck at the end of
his turn, each player will get a final turn, including Dan.
Once the game has ended, count up the points each player has on the table to determine the greatest house. If a
single player has all six pieces of a Great Wonder, they
win the game regardless of points.

Setup
The draw deck is constructed using the 7 Great Wonders
(6 pieces each), 7 Natural Wonders (3 pieces each), and
city buildings (9 types) per group of players; 2—3, 4—5
(4+), and 6—7 (6+). Players are welcome to keep all cards
in if playing with fewer than seven players for a longer
game.
Players may include the sets of Kickstarter buildings; Black Market, Spy Network, and any number
of the Kickstarter event cards (we suggest 3).
Place the black tokens in a central pool and everyone
selects a color and takes those seven player tokens.
Shuffle the cards and place them in a draw pile, then deal
the max hand size to each player of (5) five cards. Each
player may mulligan once at the start, by discarding their
hand and draw 4 new cards. Establish a discard location.
The first player is determined by the player who can
prove heritage of being a Great Wonder builder, Natural
Wonder discoverer, most recent to have visited a Great or
Natural Wonder, most recent to travel out of the country,
or the oldest, in that order.

Zones
Players are welcome to place their cards wherever they
like (we would not dare tell you how to run your district);
however, we suggest that you at least separate your
buildings under construction from those already constructed to avoid confusion.
Play Area

Under Construction

Constructed

Card Layout
Card Back used to signify:





Worker
Forman
Militia
Knight

Basic Building used to enhance play. Card elements:
 Building strength
 Building ability
 Construction cost
 Building name
 Include with number of
players (base, 4+, 6+)

Great Wonder used as a game
end win condition, and greatest source of points. Card
elements:
 Great Wonder ability
 Great Wonder name and
historical information
 Construction cost

Natural Wonder used for
quick, guaranteed points.
Card elements:
 Natural Wonder name
and historical information

Events are played immediately
for their effect when drawn
once per game, and affect all
players instantaneously—no
reactions may be taken. The
player whom played it, may
replace the card with another
from the draw deck.

Building
The cards are played using both sides of the card, the
front side represents buildings and Wonders that a player
can build to better their district, and the back represents
the Workers and Foremen (Constructors) that are going
to build those buildings as well as the Militia and Knights
(Military) that will be used to defend and attack opponent buildings.
During the Build phase, check to see if any of the buildings are satisfied of the building condition. If the construction cost is met, then discard all Constructors attached to the card, rotate the building to ready status,
and it becomes immediately playable.
If an unfinished building or Great Wonder has no Constructors assigned at the beginning of the current player’s
Wonders phase, the building is destroyed; if it is a stolen
Wonder, it is returned to the last owner of the Wonder.

Backs
There are symbols (see previous page) for Worker, and
Foreman, a Foreman is worth 3 Workers; as well as Militia
and Knight, Knight is worth 3 Militia. Place a building
face up and rotated 180° so that you can read the build
cost, gear, and then place any number of Constructors
under the card with the appropriate Worker or Foreman
icon showing. Workers are played from the hand, but
Foreman are created using buildings and Wonders. The
player is not required to place the full build cost in Constructors, nor are they limited by that value.
If a Great Wonder is played or stolen, you must place at
least one Constructor if possible; inability to do so will
cause the Great Wonder to respectively be destroyed, or
returned to the player it was stolen from, during the
Wonders phase.

Fronts
Each card displays the name, build cost, defensive
strength, ability, and history for Wonders.
The number of Workers required to build the
structure is printed within the construction cost
gear, top right while rotated 180° for construction.
All buildings under construction have a base strength of
2. Constructors attached to the card add their strength to
the defense; Workers—1 & Foreman—3.
The building defense strength is printed in the
top right once completed, and this number
now represents the building base defense value.

To use a building ability, rotate the card 90° to indicate
that the card action has been used, and then complete
the action printed on the card.
Cards with the reaction symbol
(remember your chemistry class? Us neither.) can be used at any time; current
player has order preference for actions, and resolves any
conflicts in card order timing.

Military Actions
Players may attack their opponents’ structures to slow
down construction, or destroy the structure. Great
Wonders can be stolen if they are under construction
and no longer have Constructors, but they cannot be
destroyed from the result of an attack. Natural Wonders cannot be targeted by any means (don’t mess with
Mother Nature).
When declaring an attack against an opponent’s
buildings, players may use any combination from the
cards in their hand, and buildings that produce or
enhance military. Use the Military icons on the back
of the cards to represent the attacking force. Militia
can freely come from your hand, and Knights are created by using buildings and Wonders, and will draw
those units from the discard pile. You do not have to
declare all your attacks, but must commit all attackers
going to a single locale.
To destroy an opponent’s building, you must have a
total force equal or greater than the defense strength
of the building being attacked, plus defenders, walls,
and Great Wonder bonuses. If the building is under
construction, then the defense strength is 2, plus any
Constructors attached, Great Wonder bonuses, but
not walls. If the attacking player does not have
enough to destroy the building, then they will remove
Constructors on a 1:1 ratio to Military units, minus
defense value of the building, remove Workers and
then Foremen. There is no partial damage to Foreman; 2 Militia will fail an attack against a Foreman.
Workers and Militias are worth 1 strength.
Foremen and Knights are worth 3 strength.

Combat Example
Brandon has a School building with 3 Workers attached. Tim
declares an attack on Brandon’s School which is a strength 5
(base of 2 + 3 Workers), Tim uses his Throne Room to create a
Knight from the discard pile, and attacks the school with another 2 Militia from his hand. The building stops the two Militia,
because of the base strength of 2, and the Knight is enough to
destroy the 3 Workers assigned to build the school. Tim had
enough to destroy the building and all Constructors, so the building is destroyed along with all offensive Military.

Conversions, like Temple or Lighthouse, move Constructors from one building to another, and will not destroy
the building suffering the conversion if they become devoid of Constructors; however, players can follow up
with an attack to the building with a Military force equal
to the building’s defense value of 2 and destroy it. If the
conversion action removes the last worker on a Great
Wonder under construction, it may be stolen by attacking it with a Military force equal to the Wonder’s defense
value of 2; however, the thief must assign a worker to it if
they are able, or it will revert back to the previous owner
during the Wonder phase.
City Walls add their strength to all constructed buildings
in their district with the exception of other City Walls.
Players may assign Military to the City Wall to increase
the strength of the wall by the respective strength of the
Military unit(s).
Players may not use the Stables on a Knight assigned to a
City Wall (horses on walls? Only on the Great Wall).
Military units assigned to the wall may be removed and
assigned during offensive actions (including gaseous expulsions from a player’s body) to be included in the attack.
Military units created by a defending player, to defend a
building under attack, are discarded after the battle, unless they were assigned to a City Wall during the attack.

Great Wonders
Once a Great Wonder has been built by a player it cannot be stolen or destroyed.
If a Great Wonder does not have a Constructor assigned
to it during the Wonder phase, it will either revert to the
previous owner, or be destroyed if it is with the original
owner.
While under construction, all Great Wonders have an
inherent ability to draw a worker to themselves during
the Wonder phase, after checking for Constructors.
Each constructed Great Wonder piece earns the owning
player one Wonder token during the Wonder phase.

Great Wonders have two abilities, some are reactions;
The first ability can be played once per round, per
piece, simply indicate that it has been used that turn.
The second ability can be played by spending Wonder tokens equal to the Wonder’s construction cost, once
per player, per round.
All of the Great Wonders were designed to be mosaics
and can be played, after being built, to the center of the
play space with a player token to indicate who owns it.

Natural Wonders
Natural wonders do not need to be built, they are placed
in play (naturally).
Natural Wonders will earn you 1 Wonder token for two,
or 2 Wonder tokens for three, of the same Natural Wonder that you own.

Credits
Concept & Design: Scott Ilkenhons & Phil Salazar
Art Direction & Illustration: Scott Ilkenhons, John
Warner & Grayson Ducker
Statistical Game Balance Analysis: Brandon Bryan
Play Testers: Sanjeev Dimri, Bryan King, Alan Litehizer, Crystal Matern, Donald McCracken, Tim Neal, Aaron Ollis, Steven Spangle, Richard Talbert, Dan “the
Man” Van Dover, Billy Vaughn, Tyler Vaughn, Bill
Woods, and Joe Walker (RIP 2016 – Forever in our
memories).

End Game Scoring
1 pt. – Basic buildings; Barracks, Blacksmith, City Wall,
Farm, Library, and Stables.

2 pts. – School, Temple, and Throne Room (red outline
on building strength).

1/4/9 pt(s). – Natural Wonders are the square of how
many is on the table. Each player owning a piece gets 1/3
of the points.
All together these would score 9; however, Tim owns 2 Mt.
Everest and Brandon owns 1 Mt. Everest. Tim receives 6 points
and Brandon receives 3 points.

Great Wonders points are equal to the build cost for
each piece.

Barracks
Build Cost: 2
Defense: 4
Ability:
Rotate the card anytime to
draw two cards from discard and assign 2 Militia to
a City Wall, or to attack or
defend.
Blacksmith
Build Cost: 2
Defense: 2
Ability:
Rotate the card anytime to
double the strength of all
your Militia, for the turn.

City Wall
Build Cost: 4
Defense: 3
Ability:
Adds its base strength of 3,
plus any military units assigned to it, to all of your
constructed basic buildings.
Farm
Build Cost: 2
Defense: 3
Ability:
Rotate the card to draw and
assign the card drawn as a
Worker to any building or
wonder under construction
during your turn.
Library
Build Cost: 2
Defense: 4
Ability:
Rotate the card to draw a
card from the draw pile to
your hand during your
turn.
School
Build Cost: 4
Defense: 4
Ability:
Rotate the card to draw and
assign the card drawn as a
Foreman to any building or
wonder under construction
during your turn.

Stables
Build Cost: 2
Defense: 2
Ability:
Rotate the card anytime to
double the strength of all
Knights assigned to one location, for the turn, except on a
wall.
Temple
Build Cost: 4
Defense: 4
Ability:
Rotate the card anytime to
move a Worker from any
building to any other building
or Wonder under construction.
Throne Room
Build Cost: 4
Defense: 5
Ability:
Rotate the card anytime to
draw a card from discard and
assign a Knight to a City Wall,
or to attack or defend.
Mausoleum at Halicarnassus
Build Cost: 4
Ability:
- Draw and play a Worker
from the discard pile
* Recover all Constructors
destroyed from attack or event
and reassign them wherever as
a reaction.
Temple of Artemis
Build Cost: 5
Ability:
- Increase effect of all your
farms by 1.
* Destroy all Militia at one
location, once per round as a
reaction
Statue of Zeus at Olympia
Build Cost: 6
Ability:
- Destroy any Worker.
* Destroy three Workers or a
Foreman at any location(s)
once per round.

Hanging Gardens of Babylon
Build Cost: 7
Ability:
- Reassign attacking Military to
another of your buildings.
* Change Military to equivalent Constructors as a reaction, and divide equally between attacker and defender,
uneven number to attacker.
Colossus of Rhodes
Build Cost: 8
Ability:
- Each Colossus increases all
your buildings’ strength by 2,
constructed or constructing.
* Double all your buildings’
strength, including the 2 from
Colossus as a reaction.
Lighthouse at Alexandria
Build Cost: 9
Ability:
- Move any Foreman to any
other building or Wonder
under construction..
* Relocate all of your own
Constructors as a reaction.
Great Pyramid of Giza
Build Cost: 10
Ability:
- Draw and play a Foreman to
any Great Wonder.
* Complete construction on
any basic building as a reaction.
Place these in your constructed zone. The points for them
are a square of how many are
played to the table and divided
by the owners of each one.

Immediately effects all players
when drawn, does not allow
time for reactions. Player who
drew it may replace the card
drawn.
Does not recycle in reshuffle.
Include any number, 3 is suggested, randomly or chosen
by the players.

Phases Quick Reference
Build: Complete construction on any buildings with
enough assigned Constructors.
Ready: Turn all constructed cards to ready status.
Play: Play cards from hand, use actions on buildings and
Great Wonders.
Wonders: Return, or destroy without Constructors, draw
a worker to each Wonder under construction, gain
tokens for Wonders.
Draw: Draw cards to your max hand size (5). You do not
have to play all cards each turn.
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